Implementation of the Best Practice in Occupational Therapy “Assess Patients within 24 to 48 Hours of Admission” for a Stroke
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Abstract

Background: In 2008, the Canadian Stroke Strategy recommended that rehabilitation professionals assess clients who have had a stroke within 24 to 48 hours post admission. The purpose of this study is to implement a knowledge translation approach in order to promote compliance with that recommendation among occupational therapists working in acute care hospitals.

Methods: The approach of this project is based upon the first four stages of the action cycle of the Knowledge to Action Process and, for each one of them, the collaborating occupational therapists were consulted. The Disability Creation Process conceptual model has enabled the organizing of recommendations arising from the literature.

Results: The first stages of the approach which consist in identifying and adapting knowledge have enabled the IPA (Intervention Prioritization Aid) map to emerge as a vehicle of diffusion. PECCoRM is the acronym gathering the six priority intervention fields within 24 to 48 hours post admission, namely: Personal care, Eating, Communication, Cognition-perceptual Skills, Risks of Complications and Mobility. The organizational factors and lack of concrete strategies have been noted among the obstacles to early assessment according to the priorities of the map. Possible interventions in order to address these obstacles differ from one practice context to another.

Conclusion: This project demonstrates the importance of developing practice guides adapted to specific contexts and promoting experience sharing among actors from different environments.
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Introduction

In neurology, new knowledge derived from research has been emerging at an astonishing rate, thus compelling health professionals, such as occupational therapists to regularly integrate the former in their practice. In order to facilitate the transfer of that new knowledge, various strategies are put forward, such as the production of systematic reviews and best-practice guides. The recommendations on stroke management published in the Canadian Stroke Strategy in 2006 and updated in 2008 are examples [1]. In spite of that type of initiative, a gap between the knowledge available for the practice of stroke occupational therapy and its use remains nonetheless [2-5]. Furthermore, that gap was observed by the occupational therapy services in two Quebec hospital environments where they noted response time for acute stroke clientele which did not comply with the recommendations issued in the Canadian Stroke Strategy. According to these recommendations, occupational therapists should begin their assessments and interventions in less than 24 to 48 hours post admission.

With a view to guiding the integration process of one of the best occupational therapy practices for a clientele having experienced an acute stroke, the Knowledge to Action Process [6], was chosen as the main conceptual framework. It showcases an approach which takes into account the stages required for a practice change among health professionals. Two cycles are brought together in that process, namely that of knowledge creation and that of action cycle. The former, through the funnel principle, aims at obtaining knowledge that is increasingly relevant for health professionals through three distinct stages, whereas the second contains seven dynamic stages through which knowledge is integrated or applied to practices. Thus, the objective is to experience the application of the first four stages of the action cycle of the model of the Knowledge to Action Process in order to promote an early response (< 24 to 48 hours post admission) in occupational therapy for a stroke clientele in acute care.

Methodology

Sample

Occupational therapists working with an acute-care stroke clientele in two hospitals (designated “Environment 1” and “Environment 2” in this article) from the city of Montreal are the population targeted by this project. As for ethical considerations, occupational therapists initiated the project themselves thus rendering them collaborators instead of participants. Verbal consent was obtained in order to proceed with the recording of the last meeting.

Study design

The first four stages of the action cycle of the model from Graham et al. [6], were used in this study in order to structure the knowledge translation approach. This study was also inspired by the philosophy of...
a participative approach by involving occupational therapists, the main knowledge users at each of the stages. It is indeed in that perspective that we will designate them as “collaborating occupational therapists.” According to Cargo and Mercer [7], this approach represents all the schools of thought (e.g. active participative research, participative research based on the community, etc.) sharing the same philosophy of promoting the commitment of knowledge users and beneficiaries in the research process. Prompting their participation thus aims at promoting the acceptance and belonging of knowledge brought to their practices.

The first stage (problem and knowledge identification) was carried out during a first meeting with collaborating occupational therapists during which were discussed their concerns in relation to one of the recommendations in occupational therapy and the knowledge which could support them. Further to that meeting, the researcher identified the knowledge (mainly in practice guides) allowing a response to occupational therapists’ needs. The second stage (knowledge adaptation) consisted in adapting knowledge to the practice context of occupational therapy in acute care. Collaborating occupational therapists were then invited to contribute to that reflection by commenting in writing on the information collected by the researcher, thus permitting a first knowledge acquisition approach on their part. The third stage (obstacle assessment) aimed at discussing the obstacles and facilitators encountered in the application of knowledge. In order to do so, the collaborating occupational therapists distributed the preliminary result of the knowledge translation tool to colleagues of the occupational therapy department who work with a stroke clientele to experience it for a period of approximately four weeks. Then, collaborating occupational therapists were invited to take part in a discussion led by the main researcher. It’s also during that last meeting that the fourth stage took place through the discussion of interventions or changes in their practice having taken place or which could eventually enable an improvement to knowledge use.

Data analysis

The content of the first meeting (stage 1) was kept using notes recorded in a diary. Then, at stage 2, participants issued an email to the researcher with an attached electronic document containing their comments. The content of the discussion was also recorded by means of notes in the diary in addition to being recorded on an audio track in order to facilitate the retention of the information contained during the meeting.

Knowledge adaptation was carried out using the Disability Creation Process model [8]. That model enabled organizing the recommendations arising from selected practice guides. As it pertains to the content of the meetings and comments, it was analyzed throughout the conduct of the stages, in real time, through the recording of notes in a diary.

Results

Participants

Three collaborating occupational therapists from two hospital environments participated in this project as representatives for their team. The collaborating occupational therapist from environment 1 works in a general neurology department. She consulted seven other colleagues from the department inter-program medicine and geriatrics part of whose clientele is admitted following a stroke. One of the two collaborating occupational therapists from environment 2 works exclusively with a stroke clientele while the other ensures the coordination of occupational therapy services in neurology and works with the general physical medicine clientele.

Stage 1: Problem and knowledge identification

Collaborating occupational therapists identified a gap between their practices and one of the recommendations issued in the 2008 Canadian Strategy, namely “to assess patients within 24 to 48 hours of admission” for a stroke. Further to exchanges with collaborating occupational therapists, the production of an action prioritization aid (assessments and interventions) based on best practices [9-11], was the targeted strategy in order to reduce that gap. Indeed, one of the concerns from collaborating occupational therapists was to be able to act efficiently with the acute care clientele in order to permit them to better manage their time.

Stage 2: Knowledge adaptation to the local context

Adaptation is a necessary process since the best-practice guides are not always designed in order to describe with great precision the interventions specific to each of the disciplines at a given moment of the care continuum. During that second stage, a chart enabled the gathering of all the best practices to then initiate a reflection with collaborating occupational therapists on the interventions which mainly apply to occupational therapists in their environment and those deemed priorities within the targeted response time (24 to 48 hours) with relation to the severity level of the stroke (mild, moderate, severe). Table 1 outlines an example of the classification carried out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global personal care</th>
<th>Role of the occupational therapist</th>
<th>Mild stroke</th>
<th>Moderate stroke</th>
<th>Severe stroke</th>
<th>Priority within 24 to 48 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(E)* Evaluation of the performance and independence for clients having difficulty to carry out personal care (including personal care, excretory hygiene, clothing, health care)</td>
<td>Mild stroke</td>
<td>Moderate stroke</td>
<td>Severe stroke</td>
<td>Priority within 24 to 48 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I)* In the event of difficulty to carry out that activity, offer specific training (training specific to the task and the use of technical help)</td>
<td>(B)*</td>
<td>Mild stroke</td>
<td>Moderate stroke</td>
<td>Severe stroke</td>
<td>Priority within 24 to 48 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I)* The family and healthcare personnel should be notified of the techniques and equipment (technical help) required to optimize the performance in that activity (GPP)*</td>
<td>(A)*</td>
<td>Mild stroke</td>
<td>Moderate stroke</td>
<td>Severe stroke</td>
<td>Priority within 24 to 48 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 1: Excerpt from the recommendation classification chart for an early stroke response.
The reflection concerning priority actions was investigated further by the researcher who, using evidence-based data, established intervention priorities in compliance with the best practices. Most of the knowledge was ultimately illustrated in a concept map called IPA (Intervention Prioritization Aid) in order to facilitate knowledge translation (Figure 1).

Three aspects were considered in order to establish action priorities in occupational therapy for the person having experienced a stroke: the fields of action recommended by practice guides, lifestyle hierarchy and the stroke severity level.

According to the literature, the important aspects to consider within 24-48 hours are gathered according to six fields of action represented under the acronym PECCoRM that is: Personal Care, Eating, Communication, Cognition-perceptual Skills, Risks of Complications and Mobility (Figure 2). Furthermore, the following themes emerge in the preparation of the discharge and in anticipation of early rehabilitation: sleeping, fatigue, support and education of relatives, self-sufficient management of the disease, upper limb skills, instrumental and community activities, education and work.

In order to further specify the elements to prioritize within a field of action, one must be reminded of the logic that survival activities and roles must be promoted prior to those linked to personal development which leads us to, for instance, prioritize the habit of eating to that of carrying out maintenance of the house. This justifies that the IPA map identified a priority level 1 (required for survival). Each field of action is detailed by a series of themes which possess a hierarchy, since one is a prerequisite for the other or is easier to carry out. For instance, for the field of mobility, good positioning in bed or armchair is a prerequisite to the transfer, indoor mobility, outdoor mobility and the use of a means of transportation. As it pertains to the various elements of the fields of action linked to cognition-perceptual skills and to risks of complication, they have not been prioritized.

The severity level of the stroke is based upon the person’s capacities during the acute stage and is divided into three levels: mild, moderate and severe. Since the functioning of a person having experienced a stroke differs according to the level of severity, the action priorities and

---

**Instructional guide**

The IPA map aims at orienting the choice of actions in occupational therapy within the first 24-48 hours post-admission of a patient having had a stroke. The best practices for the stroke clientele permit to identify six priority fields of action in that time-span which are represented under the acronym PECCoRM (Personal care, Eating, Communication, Cognition-perceptual Skills, Risks of complications and Mobility). These fields of action are found in Action Priority 1 and must first be prioritized by screening. Some fields of action contain several sub-fields which are presented according to a hierarchy. Other fields of action are deemed important but less of a priority and are filed in Action Priority 2. Please note that all the proposed fields of action do not necessarily have to be addressed within the first 24-48 hours given the variable immediate needs from one client to another. The following diagram presents the general structure of the map:
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the occupational therapists evaluation approach will thus differ from one person to another. For instance, for a person having had a mild stroke, the personal care will be evaluated by a quick screening whereas for a person having had a moderate or severe stroke, an evaluation using situation simulations will probably be required. Consequently, the occupational therapists priorities for a mild stroke will not necessarily be the same as for a moderate or severe stroke since, for the former, it is highly probable that the person already is independent for activities of daily living (ADL), whereas a person falling within the two other levels could need assistance. Incidentally, the occupational therapists evaluation for a mild stroke level will be further based upon the return home, in comparison with the evaluation for a moderate stroke, which will be focused on the rehabilitation potential, and the evaluation for a severe stroke, which will probably be further focused on the prevention of complications in a first phase. Hence, the IPA map proposes action priorities which must be considered based upon the occupational therapists clinical judgment with respect to needs specific to the person based upon the severity level and affliction type.

Stage 3: Evaluating the obstacles and facilitators in relation to the use of knowledge

The meeting with the collaborating occupational therapists permitted to identify the obstacles and facilitators encountered for knowledge application. First of all, the lack of time and high workload represent important organizational obstacles to early action with persons who have had a stroke. The service request process in occupational therapy was also identified as obstacles. Indeed, the admitted clientele is only known to occupational therapists once they receive the service request, which creates a delay between the client’s admission and case management. The fact that occupational therapists are not present on weekends and holidays also constitutes an obstacle to the quick case management in occupational therapy of clients admitted during those days. Other organizational obstacles were raised by the collaborating occupational therapist of Environment 1. Indeed, in the context of a general neurology unit, the general prioritization policies are applicable to all the clienteles and not only the stroke clientele. Consequently,
there is no legitimacy in prioritizing a client who is admitted for a stroke rather than a client admitted for other health problems. Furthermore, in certain sectors, the clients with a stroke are sometimes transferred quickly which has the impact of decreasing the range of early actions for the latter and causing financial losses. As it pertains to the IPA map, even though it facilitates intervention prioritization, the former does not by itself allow a sufficient increase in the clients’ case management speed. Indeed, according to the collaborating occupational therapists, a more directional guide on evaluations and concrete interventions would have facilitated compliance with the recommendation. All the occupational therapists also raised the fact that Priority 2, which targets more the mild stroke clientele, seemed to them less adapted to their practice context. Indeed, according to them, during the first post-stroke days, the hospital reality sometimes makes the evaluation of complex activities more difficult, such as financial management and meal preparation, since the client must often undergo various examinations (cerebral scan, cardiac ultrasound, doppler, etc.) and is sometimes still located in the emergency room, an inappropriate environment for this type of evaluation. Moreover, the latter became aware that the little interest for this priority also comes from the fact that few clients having had a mild stroke were referred to them.

Collaborating occupational therapists identified certain facilitators in the improvement of their practices concerning the early action with their stroke clientele. First of all, the presence of persons coming from a university environment had the effect of energizing and guiding the necessary reflections to the practice change. Secondly, the IPA map reassured the collaborating occupational therapists in some of their practices while reminding them of the sometimes more neglected aspects of the action with the person having had a stroke (e.g. mouth care, continence).

Stage 4: Choosing, adapting and implementing interventions

The collaborating occupational therapists from the two hospital environments implemented interventions adapted to their context. Environment 1 occupational therapist developed a screening form (checklist type) designed from certain fields of action from the IPA map. This checklist allows to quickly make a necessary observations in order to identify the elements thus promoting client autonomy at the beginning of their stay in the emergency ward. It also targets the risks of complications which could adversely affect client recovery. Simultaneously, communication aid and important information transmission tools were developed in order to provide the healthcare personnel, client and family with precise guidelines depending on screening results. Therefore, that environment chose the intervention of creating tools permitting the access and quick transfer of knowledge, and that, in a screening context for complication risks and autonomy-stimulation for the stroke clientele within 24 to 48 hours post reception of the request.

With respect to Environment 2, two collaborating occupational therapists had begun a reflection on the strategies to improve their practice prior to the beginning of this project and this was resumed and fine-tuned during the conduct of the latter. Considering the low level of evidence of the recommendation to evaluate within 24 to 48 hours post admission (Level C), the reflection, faced with obstacles, was rather focused towards the definition of a realistic and acceptable delay considering the context and type of practice valued by occupational therapists. Their reflection also dealt with the strategies permitting early mobilization during their evaluations and through recommendations. Their objective is thus to produce a reference document which can guide the efficient preliminary evaluation of stroke clients within 72 hours post reception of the request while focusing on early mobilization.

The final meeting with the collaborating occupational therapists thus gave opportunity to share the various strategies implemented to favour knowledge application. Several questionings on the strategies of any of them emerged from that discussion. Consequently, it was possible to expand the collaborating occupational therapists’ perspective on the various approaches which could be used in order to ensure early action with the stroke clientele.

Discussion

The objective was to experience the application of the first four stages of the action cycle of the Knowledge to action process model from Graham et al. [6], in order to promote early action (< 24 to 48 hours post admission) in occupational therapy with stroke clientele. The objective was reached, since, on one hand, the four targeted stages of the model [6], were implemented and, on the other, several positive aspects in the practice of collaborating occupational therapists emerged in this project. Indeed, this project promoted knowledge translation, but also its application through the collaborating occupational therapists’ reflection and solutions adapted to their context and the sharing of the latter among the environments. Therefore, it allowed them to initiate a necessary change of practice for an early action with the stroke clientele.

Different interventions for each of the environments

During this project, different strategies were chosen by collaborating occupational therapists in order to facilitate knowledge application depending on obstacles encountered. Cabana et al. [12], developed a classification of obstacles to compliance with practice guides which was then developed further by Legare et al. [13]. The collaborating occupational therapists all identified external obstacles of the environmental type (lack of time and organizational limitations). This type of obstacles, according to the classification from Cabana et al. [12], tends to have an impact on the health professional’s capacity to adopt behaviour consistent with the practice guides. However, these obstacles were not to the same extent or did not occur the same way from one environment to another which influenced the knowledge application interventions implemented afterwards. Environment 1 targeted actions related to screening whereas environment 2 focused its actions on the client’s evaluation and mobilization. However, the two environments were faced with the same organizational feature, that is, the service request process which limited their objectives for the case management delays of admitted stroke clientele. Furthermore, environment 2 featured another obstacle in its lack of agreement with the recommendation of assessing within 24 to 48 hours. Environment 2 therapists perceived that it was more beneficial for the client and resource management to carry out a complete evaluation within 72 hours post reception of the request rather than acting earlier in a minimal manner without offering early mobilization interventions to clients. Thus, according to the classification [12], this may have influenced the attitude of collaborating occupational therapists from that environment towards the recommendation and motivated the strategies chosen by them.

Therefore, considering the various obstacles encountered the knowledge application interventions differed from one environment to another as it pertains to the chosen occupational therapy intervention process and the delay to carry it out. The intervention process of the two environments corresponded to that proposed in the IPA map. One advocated a change from screening to an immediate emergency intervention, if needed whereas the other targeted screening, then evaluation and immediate emergency interventions, also if needed. Moreover, although the Canadian Stroke Strategy recommends
evaluating within 24 to 48 hours post admission, a guide in the United Kingdom proposes a delay of four business days for an evaluation note to be added in the client’s medical chart [9]. The two intervention strategies proposed by the two environments are thus in agreement with the literature and their differences reflect the conclusions brought forward by Ploeg et al. [14] and Wensing et al. [15], with respect to the importance of choosing knowledge application strategies according to the context of the environment and the obstacles encountered. Nevertheless, in order to give themselves every opportunity to reduce case management delays, establishments should manage some organizational obstacles. Their method of reference, for instance, could be modified by promoting systematic reference in occupational therapy for some clients such as those admitted for a stroke.

The intervention within 24-48 hours post admission with a mild-stroke clientele

The IPA map developed was designed considering the three levels of stroke severity. However, during this project, the collaborating occupational therapists noticed that the mild-stroke clientele was rarely referred to them. Consequently, some areas of Action Priority 2, which further target that severity level, seemed less relevant to them within 24 to 48 hours post admission. According to Duncan et al. [16], the persons having had a mild stroke are affected in all the dimensions of health (measured by the MOS 36-item short-form health survey or the SF-36) except as it pertains to pain. Also, the impact on their daily lives is significant, considerably affecting the level of participation of those persons within six months post-stroke [17]. With respect to the difficulties encountered by persons having had a mild stroke, it might be desirable for the latter to be referred more for occupational therapy prior to their return home. Especially since rehabilitation specialists, who, according to the Canadian Stroke Strategy [11], should be involved in the planning of the stroke clientele’s discharge [18], confirm the importance of expanding the case management perspective in acute-care occupational therapy by considering also more complex fields of activity such as participation at work, among the family and the community [18]. Considering the organizational obstacles raised by the collaborating occupational therapists for the evaluation of complex activities, that type of evaluation should undoubtedly be adapted to be a possibility in such a context by focusing, for instance, on screening and an efficient reference system towards other services. Incidentally, it should be noted that the IPA map was designed in order to present the action possibilities within 24-48 hours following admission and consequently, the fields of action presented do not have to be addressed in depth as a whole within that delay. It is through the quick screening influenced by the practice context and the client’s needs on which the occupational therapists actions will center. Thus, in an ideal world in which the mild-stroke clientele was referred to occupational therapists, Intervention Priority 2 should undoubtedly be considered for a client whose discharge is expected in a short time.

Model and approaches for knowledge application with occupational therapists

The “Knowledge to Action Process” [6], is the model which guided knowledge application during this project. The purpose of that model is to promote the use of knowledge by providing a framework that integrates the key stages of knowledge creation and application in the perspective of planned action theories. Even though that model acts as a guide through the stages of knowledge action, it nonetheless constitutes a long process which requires a lot of time. Hence, can occupational therapists be expected to use that model in order to improve their practices? That model was adapted by Metzler and Metz [19], for occupational therapists in order to further focus on the client, an approach that is highly present in that profession. If that adaptation enables a micro knowledge application and is better integrated in a daily practice, it nonetheless requires a great mobilization of resources. That is why a health professional should not be alone in the knowledge application process [20].

Considering that knowledge application affects several factors, including health professionals, managers, researchers and students, the latter should all collaborate together according to their competence level in order to contribute to that process. In the current project, the presence of external collaborators coming from the university environment was a facilitator in the knowledge application process for both hospital environments. That collaboration is integrated in a participative research approach from which this project was inspired in its methodology. That research approach has the advantage of producing knowledge which is adapted to health professionals’ needs, but also of facilitating knowledge appropriation [7]. Furthermore, Tolson et al. [21], in a study with nurses (n = 75) and older clients (n = 21), demonstrated the merits of this research type to promote knowledge application. The latter study also used a community of practices approach in order to develop the meaning of knowledge sharing among nurses. In our project, the collaboration among occupational therapists working with the same clientele in different hospital centres and having a common goal features similarities with those found in community of practices. This type of approach was also used successfully by Kilbride et al. [22] and Hudson and Davies [23], in order to promote knowledge application for health professionals working with a stroke clientele (n = 40 team members of the stroke unit) and for those working in a context of emergency care (n = 47 emergency care team). Considering the positive contribution of community of practices, the current project’s methodology could have been further based on its principles by being associated with an existing community of practices thus allowing for the expansion of the reflection process to more than two environments; particularly as this approach is currently used in Montreal with health professionals working with a stroke clientele in a project by Poissant et al. [24]. Finally, Wenger and Snyder [25], conclude on the importance of the managers’ presence in order to support practice communities in their approach and faced with encountered organizational obstacles. In this project, the managers were not directly involved even though they were informed of its evolution. Considering their influence on organizational obstacles and their role, according to the Social and Health Ministry in participating in the development of a knowledge translation plan, it is possible to think that their direct collaboration would have been desirable [26].

Strengths and limitations

This project enabled the promotion of early action in occupational therapy with a stroke clientele by using an approach based on the model of the Knowledge to Action Process [6]. The approach was also influenced by an approach inspired by participative research thus permitting to obtain significant results for knowledge users. In spite of that, this project features a few limitations. A first limitation relates to the choice of knowledge, since the latter was not selected using an instrument. The use of an instrument such as the “Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation (AGREE) Instrument” for the choice of practice guides would undoubtedly have been desirable [27]. However, that type of evaluation constitutes a long process which could not have been initiated within the framework of this project. In their study, Hurdower et al. [28], took it upon them to conduct the exercise of qualifying practice guides for the stroke clientele, but could
not be used in this project because the year of publication for the guides varied from 2000 to 2004. A second limitation deals with knowledge adaptation. Although the model specifies that it must be adapted to the local context, the project induced two hospital environments to collaborate making this stage arduous. Thus, the IPA map which resulted from that stage was designed in a conceptual form for practice in occupational therapy in an acute care context while giving room for clinical judgment. The adaptation of knowledge to the local context was carried out more during Intervention Stage 4 of the model, carried out by the collaborating occupational therapists in order to implement strategies in response to their context and obstacles noted. Finally, the last stages of model could not be carried out within the framework of this project which limits the long-term significance of the knowledge application process.

Conclusion

The aim which was to experiment with the application of the first four stages of the action cycle of the Knowledge to Action Process model [6] in order to promote early action in occupational therapy with the stroke clientele was achieved. This project enabled the redefining of the stroke clientele within 24 to 48 hours post admission using the IPA map. The use of the Knowledge to Action Process and the collaboration of two different hospital environments with the university community emphasized the importance of adapting the practice guides to specific practice contexts and promoting collaboration among the various parties affected by knowledge application. If collaboration is highlighted as an essential element in the success of knowledge application, processes must also be provided in order to ensure effective communication among the various parties. In this study, a concept map was used in order to communicate the synthesis of knowledge. That strategy could be optimized in order for the map to be an actual central tool making possible the collaboration of all parties and evolving as knowledge is created.
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